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We report a high-performance 25 km Brillouin-loss-based distributed fiber sensor through optimizing
system parameters. First, the Brillouin spectrum distortion and measurement error induced by the excess amplification on probe pulse are investigated, and the results indicate that a low continuous-wave
pump power is essential to decrease the measurement error. Then an optimal pulse pair is determined
through the differential Brillouin gain evolution along the entire sensing fiber in a differential pulsewidth pair Brillouin optical time domain analysis. Using dispersion-shifted fiber to allow a high-power
probe pulse, we realize a 25 km sensing range with a spatial resolution of 30 cm and a strain accuracy of
20 με, which we believe is the best performance in such a length, to the best of our knowledge. © 2010
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 280.4788, 290.5900.

1. Introduction

For two decades, distributed Brillouin optical fiber
sensors have gained much interest for their potential
capability of monitoring temperature and strain,
which find applications in civil and structural engineering, environmental monitoring, and geotechnical
engineering. Brillouin scattering can be enhanced by
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in a Brillouin
optical time domain analysis (BOTDA) [1–3], which
has a more intense signal and better spatial resolution compared with a spontaneous scattering based
Brillouin optical time domain reflectometry [4–6].
At present, there have been two schemes to realize
a BOTDA, including Brillouin gain [1,2] and Brillouin
loss [3]. In a Brillouin-gain-based sensor, the pulsed
light is used as a pump and has a high frequency over
the continuous-wave (CW) light, so that the CW light
experiences gain through the SBS process; on the
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contrary, in the case of Brillouin loss, the CW light
used as a pump experiences loss after propagating
the sensing fiber.
For a short-range fiber, without pump depletion in
the Brillouin gain case and excess amplification on
the probe pulse in the Brillouin loss case, these
two methods can get the same results. However, in
a long-range BOTDA using Brillouin gain, the maximum input power of the CW light is severely limited
by the pump depletion to the pump pulsed light,
which decreases the Brillouin signal and also induces
measurement errors in the far end of the fiber. In addition, increasing the pump pulse power can aggravate the pump depletion effect [7]. Therefore, care
must be taken when one increases the pump pulse
and CW light power in a Brillouin-gain-based
BOTDA. In a Brillouin-loss-based system, the excess
amplification on probe pulse induced by the CW
pump can also distort the Brillouin spectrum and
produce measurement errors in the far end of the
sensing fiber. However, increasing the probe pulse
power will not aggravate the excess amplification

effect, so that a high-power probe pulse can be used
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In this paper, we first investigated the impact on
the Brillouin spectrum induced by excess amplification on the probe pulse through changing the CW
pump power, and the results indicate that a low CW
pump power is essential to decrease the measurement error. A dispersion-shifted fiber with normal
dispersion was used to allow a high-power probe
pulse to improve the SNR without modulation instability (MI). Then we showed that the Brillouin
gain saturation can cause a differential Brillouin
gain decrease, and, thus, a specific pulse pair should
be chosen to obtain the maximum differential gain in
a differential pulse-width pair BOTDA. In addition,
an optimal pulse pair was also considered to balance
the differential gain along the entire 25 km sensing
fiber.
2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Two
narrow linewidth (3 kHz) fiber lasers operating at
1550 nm are used to provide the probe and pump
light, respectively, whose frequency difference is
locked by a phase locking loop in a frequency counter
and is automatically swept by varying the temperature of the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) of the cavity
controlled by a computer. A 12 GHz bandwidth highspeed detector is used to measure the beat signal between the probe and pump, which provides feedback
to the frequency counter to lock the frequency. The
probe laser is launched to a high extinction ratio electro-optic modulator (EOM) to create a probe pulse
with an extinction ratio higher than 45 dB. Before
being launched into the sensing fiber, the probe pulse
is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA). A polarization scrambler is used to change
the polarization state of the probe pulse continuously
to reduce the polarization-mismatching-induced fluctuation on the signal by averaging a large number of
signals. A FBG with a 3 dB bandwidth of 0:03 nm
was used in front of the detector to filter out this

Rayleigh scattering noise of the probe pulse. Then
a high-performance Brillouin distributed sensor is
demonstrated in a 25 km dispersion-shifted fiber
with the differential pulse technique and optimal
parameters.
3. Excess Amplification on Probe Pulse in LongRange Fibers

The pump depletion for the Brillouin-gain-based sensor and the excess amplification on the probe pulse
for the Brillouin loss case are the major limiting factors for long-range sensing [8,9]. We studied the excess amplification effect in the probe pulse for the
Brillouin loss case in a 20 km SMF-28 fiber by heating a 20 m segment, and we measured the Brillouin
loss spectra via switching the pump and probe waves,
as shown in Fig. 2. For case 1, the 20 m heated segment is in the far end of the sensing fiber in terms of
probe pulse; while for case 2, through switching the
pump and probe waves, the heated segment becomes
the near end.
The Brillouin loss spectra were measured by using
a 20 ns probe pulse with a peak power of 200 mW.
Figure 3 shows the measured Brillouin spectrum
width as a function of distance with a pump power
of 1 mW, where all the sensing fiber was placed at
room temperature with an average Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) of 10; 867 MHz. As the distance increases, the Brillouin spectrum width decreases
from 38:3 MHz to 28:7 MHz with a slope of
∼ − 0:5 MHz=km. This spectral width decreasing is
caused by the probe pulse amplification from the
pump wave at around the average BFS, which causes
the probe pulse power to be unequal at the far end of
the sensing fiber at a different frequency offset between pump and probe waves. It seems that the narrow spectra in the far end of the sensing fiber could
improve the measurement accuracy. However, a considerable error could be induced when the fiber in the
far end has a frequency shift with respect to the
average BFS.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup: PD, photodetector; PC, polarization controller; PS, polarization scrambler; C, circulator; and DAQ, data
acquisition.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Sensing fiber and relative position of the
pump and probe waves.

The temperature of the oven was controlled at
−20 °C, and the BFS of the fiber in the oven was
10; 823 MHz, which has a difference of 44 MHz with
respect to the average BFS. The Brillouin loss spectra
were measured in both cases, as shown in Fig. 2, with
different CW pump powers of 1, 0.6, 0.3, and 0:1 mW,
and the results are shown in Fig. 4. In case 1 with the
1 mW CW pump, the measured spectrum shows distortion with the bump around the average BFS, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). This is because when the frequency
offset between the pump and probe is scanned to the
average BFS, the probe pulse get excess amplification

Fig. 3. (Color online) Measured Brillouin spectrum width as a
function of distance with a CW pump power of 1 mW.

and can get more energy from the CW pump wave in
the far end of the fiber, and thus induces a strong
Brillouin loss signal around the average BFS, which
inevitably distorts the spectrum. After switching the
pump and probe waves in case 2, the measured spectrum shows a good Lorentzian profile because of no
excess amplification on the probe pulse. As the CW
pump power reduces, this bump around the average
BFS on the spectrum weakens, and two spectra

Fig. 4. (Color online) Measured Brillouin loss spectra for case 1 and case 2 at different CW pump powers: (a) 1, (b) 0:6, (c) 0:3, and (d)
0:1 mW.
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Fig. 5. Frequency error induced by the probe pulse amplification in the far end of 20 km sensing fiber at: (a) different CW pump power
with a BFS difference of 44 MHz and (b) different BFS difference with a CW pump power of 0:1 mW.

measured in two cases tend to be the same. Figure 5(a)
gives the fitting frequency error induced by the probe
pulse amplification at different CW pump power. This
frequency error is as high as 6 MHz for the 1 mW
pump and only 0:7 MHz for the 0:1 mW pump, which
shows that the CW pump power should be kept low
enough to reduce the measurement error.
Then we investigated the frequency error induced
by the probe pulse amplification at a different
BFS difference between the heated far-end fiber and
normal-condition fiber through changing the oven
temperature. The CW pump power was set at
0:1 mW, the BFS difference was changed from
10 MHz to 50 MHz, and the results are shown in
Fig. 5(b). It can be seen that a maximum frequency
error is found at 40 MHz, beyond which it sharply decreases. It is easy to understand that the excess amplification on the probe pulse pulls the Brillouin
spectrum from the actual one to the normal-condition
BFS at the far-end fiber, so that at first the measured
frequency error may increase with increasing the BFS
difference between the far-end fiber and normalcondition fiber, then as the BFS difference increases
beyond the Brillouin gain bandwidth, the impact of
the excess amplification weakens, resulting in the

measured frequency error having a maximum value
around the Brillouin gain bandwidth for a specific
pump power.
4. Differential Brillouin Gain Evolution

Recently, we proposed a differential pulse-width pair
Brillouin optical time domain analysis (DPP-BOTDA)
for high spatial resolution sensing [10,11]. In this
scheme, a narrowband Brillouin spectrum and strong
differential Brillouin gain signal can be obtained from
the long pulse pair; while a high spatial resolution can
be achieved by using a small pulse-width difference.
However, the differential Brillouin gain signal has a
decrease in SNR with respect to the direct Brillouin
gain signals, which is a limitation to further improving the spatial resolution by reducing the pulse-width
difference. In order to obtain high spatial resolution
with small pulse-width difference in a long-range
fiber, it is essential to improve the SNR of direct Brillouin gain signals by increasing the probe pulse
power, which, however, is limited by the MI effect in
a long standard single-mode fiber [12,13]. The MI effect is a result of the interplay between the self-phase
modulation (Kerr effect) and anomalous dispersion
[14]. To avoid the MI effect in a BOTDA system and

Fig. 6. (Color online) Direct and differential Brillouin signal intensities for different pulses (10 − 100 ns) at positions of (a) 1 and (b)
24 km, respectively; here, for the differential Brillouin signal, the pulse width refers to the longer pulse of the pulse pair.
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Fig. 7. (Color online) (a) Direct and (b) differential Brillouin signals for different pulses (30 − 40 ns) and pulse pairs (40=38 − 40=30 ns),
respectively.

thus improve the SNR and spatial resolution in a
long-range sensing fiber using a high-power probe
pulse, we use a 25 km dispersion shifted fiber with
normal dispersion at ∼1:5 μm, which has a dispersion
parameter of ∼ − 1:4 ps=km⋅nm (compared with ∼ þ
17 ps=km⋅nm for SMF-28 fiber) and a BFS of
10; 520 MHz at room temperature.
In the DPP-BOTDA scheme, although the spatial
resolution is determined by the pulse-width difference and long pulses are preferable to get narrow Brillouin spectrum, the Brillouin gain could be saturated
with long pulses, which decreases the differential
Brillouin gain and consequently deteriorates the
SNR and frequency accuracy. To find an optimal pulse
pair and get a uniform differential Brillouin gain over
the entire sensing length, we first investigate the evolution of the differential Brillouin gain at the beginning and ending of the fiber. The frequency offset is
fixed at 10; 520 MHz, and the probe pulse and pump
power are 400 mW and 0:1 mW, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the direct and differential Brillouin
signal intensities as a function of pulse width (10–
100 ns with a step of 10 ns) at positions of 1 km (beginning fiber) and 24 km (ending fiber), where for the
differential Brillouin signal, the pulse pairs are from
10=0 to 100=90 ns with a 10 ns pulse-width difference. As the probe pulse-width increases, the CW
pump depletion makes the direct Brillouin gain tend
to be saturated, which makes the maximum differential gain occur at 20=10 ns pulse pair at the position
of 1 km, as shown in Fig. 6(a). However, for the position of 24 km, the probe pulse power is decreased due
to the fiber attenuation, so that the CW pump depletion and direct gain saturation are postponed to the
longer pulse width, and, consequently, the maximum
differential gain occurs at 50=40 ns, as shown in
Fig. 6(b). Considering the relatively small Brillouin
loss signal in the far end of the sensing fiber, to balance the differential gain along the entire sensing fiber, we use a 40 ns pulse as the longer one in the
pulse pair in the following DPP-BOTDA experiment.
5024
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In the experiment, a 2 m segment in the far end of
the 25 km sensing fiber was stressed, which had a
BFS of 10; 630 MHz. All the time traces of the
Brillouin signal were obtained by 2000 times average. Fixing the frequency offset at 10; 630 MHz, Brillouin signals of the 2 m stressed fiber with different
probe width from 30 ns to 40 ns with a step of 2 ns
are plotted in Fig. 7(a), respectively. Figure 7(b)
shows the differential signals with pulse-width differences of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 ns with pulse pairs of
40=38, 40=36, 40=34, 40=32, and 40=30 ns, respectively. For differential gain signals, the effective
probe pulse is the differential pulse, for example,
2 ns for the 40=38 ns pulse pair, and the start time
is the trailing edge of the 38 ns pulse. That is why
the position shift is different for individual pulse
pairs shown in Fig. 7(b). This position shift is a constant along the sensing fiber for a specific pulse pair,
so that the position can be corrected by subtracting
this constant value.
As the pulse-width difference decreases, the spatial resolution is improved while the signal intensity
decreases, as shown in Fig. 8, which is the limitation
of further improving the spatial resolution. Theore-

Fig. 8. (Color online) Brillouin signal intensity and spatial
resolution for different pulse pairs in Fig. 7(b).

gain along the entire sensing fiber. Based on the analysis, we chose a 0:1 mW pump wave and a 400 mW
probe pulse in a 25 km dispersion-shifted fiber for a
Brillouin-loss-based fiber sensor. 40=38 and 40=36 ns
pulse pairs were used to implement differential pulse
measurement, and a spatial resolution of 30 and
50 cm with a strain accuracy of 20 and 10 με were
realized, respectively.
This work is supported by the Natural Sciences
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Measured Brillouin loss spectra of
the stressed segment with 40=38 and 40=36 ns pulse pairs,
respectively.

tically, the spatial resolution for DPP-BOTDA is only
determined by the pulse-width difference. However,
limited by the bandwidth of the detector, the final
spatial resolution is actually determined by the differential pulse convoluting the response time of the
detector. In our case, for example, the spatial resolution are 30 and 50 cm for 40=38 and 40=36 ns pulse
pairs, respectively.
The measured Brillouin loss spectra of the stressed
section using 40=38 and 40=36 ns pulse pairs are
plotted in Fig. 9, respectively, which both exhibit a
Brillouin spectrum width of ∼30 MHz. The uncertainty of the central frequency of Lorentzian fitting
are ∼  1 and 0:5 MHz for 40=38 and 40=36 ns
pulse pairs, which correspond to strain accuracy of
20 and 10 με, respectively.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

For a Brillouin-loss-based distributed fiber sensor,
the probe pulse will get gain and be amplified after
interaction with the CW pump wave. However, in a
long-range sensing fiber, a CW pump wave may produce excess amplification on the probe pulse and
cause a distorted Brillouin spectrum in the far end
of the fiber, which may induce measurement errors.
The measurement error induced by the excess amplification on the probe pulse is manifested when the
BFS difference between the far-end fiber and normalcondition fiber is around the Brillouin gain bandwidth. This suggests that a low-power CW pump
wave is preferable to avoid Brillouin spectrum distortion and measurement error in the far end of the fiber in a long-range sensing.
The direct Brillouin gain saturation induced by the
CW pump wave depletion decreases the differential
Brillouin gain, so that there is an optimal pulse pair
to get the maximum differential Brillouin signal. In
our experiment, we used a 40 ns pulse as the long
pulse in the pulse pair to balance the differential
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